CONSTRUCTION

ELECTRIC & GAS-FIRED
Speed up the construction process and deliver a
finished product that meets all temperature and
humidity requirements by using our safe electric
and/or gas-fired heaters. Our diverse industrial
heating lineup ensures that Cool Air will have
the right unit for you. We have a large selection
of safe, powerful electric heaters and indirect
gas-fired equipment. The electric units set up in
seconds and are vent free, while the indirect fired
gas units can be located inside or outside of the
project.
Features:
• Completely portable, sets up in minutes
• Dry, safe and quiet
• Warm air is ductable
• Multiple voltage and kW strengths available

Buildings constructed in the winter
months have much higher humidity
levels that lead to longer drying times
and shrinkage issues. Our indirect-fired
diesel units provide a safe, warm and
dry solution that allows you to deliver a
better finished product.

Construction of large residential spaces
can come with strict criteria and a high
concern for environmentally sensitive
equipment.
Our
portable
electric
furnaces provide the heat you need, with
the results they want.

This new building required a large
amount of temporary heat to manage the
temperature and humidity levels during
it’s construction phase.
Pressurizing
the floors by driving warm dry air inside
while allowing some planned escapement
ensured good heat distribution. The unit
was fed from the building’s natural gas
supply for added energy savings.

CONSTRUCTION HEATING
9 - 185 kW
HEATING

HEF9H21

HEF27V23

HEF30H23

HEF60H23

HGF117H11

HGF185H23

Medium

Electric Resistance

Electric Vertical

Electric Horizontal

Electric Horizontal

Gas-Fired Horizontal Gas-Fired Horizontal

Capacity (BTU)

30,700

92,000

102,360

205,000

370,000

632,000

Capacity (kW)

9

27

30

60

117

185

Voltage

208

208

208

600

115

208		

Phase

Single

Three

Three

Three

Single

Three		

Breaker Size (Amps) 50

100

100

80

15

30

Current Draw (Amps) 37.5

78

78

60/40/20

12

18		

Plug

CS6365C

Cam-Lok

Cam-Lok

Pin & Sleeve

NEMA 5-15P

NEMA L15-30P

Power Cord Length

Inlet on unit

2’

Inlets on unit

Inlets on unit

2’

20’			

Controls

ON/OFF knob

Push Button

Push Button

Thermostat

Thermostat

Remote

Dimensions - Width

16”

23”

25”

30”

70”

32”		

Dimensions - Depth

30”

32”

37”

53”

32”

94”		

Dimensions - Height

27”

69”

34”

42”

48”

62”		

Weight (lbs)

60

235

185

417

405

1314

ELECTRICAL

PHYSICAL

PLUG IN

Good quality casters and compact
size make locating these units a
breeze.

Our easy to attach industrial flex duct
allows for the delivery of warm, dry
air exactly where you want it.

TURN ON

Simple push button or thermostat
operation allows for complete
temperature control.

We also rent industrial and portable air conditioning units, fans, and air movers.
Visit www.cool-air.com for our full line of rental equipment.
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